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Long-Term Safeguards for
Plutonium in Geologic
Repositories

Per F. PetersonO

The level and duration of safeguards for geologic repositories will depend on the rela-
tive difficulty of reclaiming fissile material, compared to utilizing alternate sources.
Old spent fuel, aged over 300 years, merits particular attention because of its rela-
tively high plutonium concentrations and low radiation levels. Several parameters
must be predicted to provide input for current nuclear fuel cycle policy decisions,
including future maximum tunneling advance rates, noise generation, and cost; diffi-
culty and cost of plutonium separation; and the utility of separated repository-grade
plutonium for nuclear explosives. Mining of old spent fuel repositories will provide a
new class of proliferation risks for future generations: with smaller capital and man-
power investments, the potential plutonium production rates exceed significantly the
rates possible with dedicated reactors and reprocessing.

INTRODUCTION

Repositories for high-level waste will contain substantial quantities of pluto-
nium, either in relatively concentrated forms (i.e. spent fuel and vitrified
weapons plutonium) or more dilute forms (vitrified reprocessing waste and
transuranic waste). The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safe-
guards department has determined that safeguards must be continued indefi-
nitely for repositories containing spent fuel. Conditioned reprocessing waste
(i.e. vitrified in glass) px:esents a lower risk because of its dilute form, but with
the current lack of consensus on future risks the IAEA will also require safe-
guards on repositories containing these materials.! Swahn2 finds that pluto-
nium recovered from an old repository could be readily utilized for nuclear

explosives.
For old spent fuel (>300 years) radioactivity levels drop sufficiently to

allow considerable direct-contact handling, simplifying chemical separation of
plutonium. A much longer time, over 200,000 years, is required for the pluto-
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Table 1: Planned repositories.3

country disposal power reactors 1994 net electrical
technology In operation generation (MWe)

~tll.~" .hiil~~:'~~::~~",
Canada spent fuel 22 15.422
Finland spent fuel 4 2.310
Germany spent fuel & reprocess 21 22.703
Spain spent fuel & reprocess 9 7.085

Sweden spent fuel 12 10.002
Taiwan spent fuel 6 4.884
United States spent fuel 109 99 .510
Argentina reprocess 2 935
Belgium reprocess 7 5.527

China reprocess 2 1.800
France reprocess 56 57.623
Japan reprocess 47 36.946
Russia reprocess 25 19.799
Switzerland reprocess 5 2.985
United Kingdom reprocess 34 11.540
18 Other Countries ? 83 36.849

nium in the waste to decay to low concentrations similar to those in reprocess-
ing wastes.4 Future spent fuel repositories may be located in several
countries. As many as 25 countries may construct repositories for spent fuel.
Eight countries currently plan to reprocess all spent fuel and dispose of repro-
cessing wastes only (see table 1).

Investigations of the performance of geologic repositories have focused pri-
marily on the potential for releases ofr~dioactive materials by natural mecha-
nisms or accidental human intrusion.5 Methods for monitoring geologic
repositories for unauthorized diversion of plutonium have also been proposed
and are likely to be relatively inexpensive and simple. Proposed safeguard
methods include the analysis of periodically obtained satellite images and
periodic inspection of the above-ground site by international inspectors,6 and
the use of remotely operated seismic stations to detect drilling or tunneling
operations in the vicinity of the repository.7 Booby traps or other devices to
prevent access or make access difficult may be considered, although such
devices will most likely be rejected, because they also prevent legitimate
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access to the repository. A sub-seabed geologic repository, constructed from a
man-made or natural island, has been proposed, where the island would be
removed following repository closure, which would eliminate most accidental
and intentional intrusion scenarios.8 Yet to be decided for conventional reposi-
tory designs are the types of mining, industrial, and other activities that must
be restricted at repository sites, how far from the sites the activities must be
restricted, and what institutional and economic systems can be put in place to
maintain adequate safeguards at multiple repository sites over time periods
exceeding a hundred millennia.

The IAEA can formally terminate safeguards on geologic repositories if
the IAEA determines that the fissile material in the repository "has been con-
sumed or diluted in such a way that it is no longer usable for any nuclear
activities or that it has become practically irrecoverable.n9 Ultimately some
plutonium will be disposed of, most likely in geologic repositories, either in
large quantities in spent fuel or in smaller, more dilute quantities in repro-
cessing wastes. Thus the appropriate technical questions in assessing the
long-term security risks from geologic repositories are these:

.how easily (cost and manpower) could fissile materials be obtained by min-
ing a repository, compared to alternative production methods;

.how easily might access to a repository be gained;

.what would the duration of overt activities be before production could
begin;

.once production starts, how rapidly could fissile material be produced;

.and what is the probability that functional nuclear explosives could be
produced from the fissile material?

The answers to these questions must be compared to the answers for
alternative methods of procuring fissile material, the most important alterna-
tives being:

.diversion of material from an existing civilian nuclear power program;

.production using dedicated reactors and reprocessing facilities;

.and production using isotopic enrichment ,of uranium.

The answers to the above questions, and the implications for security, will
also depend on the type of group attempting to produce fissile material: the
nation that owns the repository; another nation, using military force; or a sub-
national group.
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For a nation that owns a repository, the most important questions are the
duration of overt activities before production could begin and the rate at which
fissile material could then be produced. The answers to these questions deter-
mine whether effective international sanctions or military intervention could
be applied before significant numbers of nuclear weapons were fabricated and
deployed.

National boundaries may shift over the next few hundred millennia in
areas containing repositories. During such unstable periods fissile materials
in repositories may be vulnerable to the second type of group, nations using
military force. Likewise, with instability subnational groups may have easier
access to repository sites, though relatively modest police capabilities should
be sufficient to prevent subnational group access to repositories under normal
circumstances. All groups would have much simpler access if advances in tun-
neling technology reduce noise levels significantly and make surface activities
easier to conceal. On the other hand, future advances in enrichment technol-
ogy may make mining repositories relatively less attractive as a source of fis-
sile material for nuclear explosives.

This paper explores the current state of technology in several areas rele-
vant to safeguards for geologic repositories. First it considers the tunneling
and reprocessing technology that could be employed to obtain access to reposi-
tory plutonium, comparing the cost and difficulty to that for a dedicated reac-
tor. The properties of old spent fuel and repository-grade plutonium, and the
utility of repository-grade plutonium for weapons purposes have been studied
in detail by Swahn,lO and are summarized here.

COMPARISON TO DEDICATED REACTORS

The proliferation risks from old spent-fuel repositories must be viewed in the
context of alternative methods of obtaining fissile materials. Clearly, old
repositories in nuclear-weapons states would present different proliferation
risks from repositories in non-nuclear-weapons states. Likewise, diversion
from an old spent fuel repository would be less attractive for a nation already
reprocessing fuel for a domestic nuclear power program. However, any com-
mitment to nuclear fission power, stretching over the hundreds of millennia
that plutonium remains available in a repository, would likely recycle any bur-
ied spent fuel. Therefore, the long-term primary proliferation risks from
spent-fuel repositories will come primarily from non-nuclear-weapon states
without long-term commitments to nuclear fission power. For such states the
appropriate technology to compare with mining is dedicated production in
reactors or enrichment facilities.
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The smallest practical production reactor would produce roughly 30 MW
thermal energy, producing approximately 8 kg of plutonium per year. This plu-
tonium mass can be compared to the 6-kg nominal mass of plutonium required
to fabricate a single nuclear explosive. The capital costs for mining facilities
(2500 tonnes per year of high-grade uranite to 500,000 t/yr of low-grade phos-
phate ore), milling and conversion facilities (100 t/yr of U3Os), a fuel fabrica-
tion facility (84 t/yr uranium metal), and a Brookhaven-type graphite
moderated reactor (670 tonnes reactor-grade graphite, 300,000 cu ft/min air
blowers requiring 6,300 kW of electricity), with research, development, testing
and engineering costs (RTD&E) (10 percent -15 percent of capital costs) and
start-up costs (20 percent -25 percent of capital costs) would be between $81
and $207 million (1992$) if the state building it did not try to keep it secret.
The reactor construction would require eight engineers and a crew of 100 tech-
nicians working for 3 to 5 years.ll

The capital cost for a larger 400 MWt reactor, capable of producing 100 kg
of plutonium per year, would range from $400 to $1000 million (1992$), and
require 50 to 75 engineers and roughly 150 to 200 technicians working for 5 to
7 years. Including mining, milling, conversion and fabrication costs, scaled
from the smaller reactor, the total capital costs would range from $1.0 to $2.2
billion (1992$).12

To equal the plutonium production of a 30-MWt dedicated reactor, a min-
ing operation at an old spent-fuel repository would require a single small (i.e.
2-m diameter) tunnel or shaft intersecting a single waste package, with a
retrieval rate of 1 tonne of old spent fuel per year, requiring that two PWR
spent-fuel assemblies be recovered each year. However, with access via a small
tunnel or shaft, the excavation of backfill material between neighboring canis-
ters could then occur. For multipurpose canisters (MPC) containing 21 PWR
spent fuel assemblies, uncovering and opening one MPC in situ every two
months would allow plutonium production at a rate equaling that of a large
2150-MWt production reactor. Because the incremental costs of excavation of
limited quantities of backfill between canisters would be relatively small com-
pared to the original cost of an access tunnel, the recovery cost for mined plu-
tonium would be relatively insensitive to the production rate, up to rates
comparable to large production reactors.

Figure 1 illustrates the relative capital costs of plutonium production in
dedicated production reactors, compared to construction of a small access tun-
nel into a repository, showing substantially lower cost. funnel boring
machines (TBM) are currently the most economical technology for excavating
tunnels over 1 km in length; however, this is due primarily to reduced labor
requirements and reduced interest charges from shorter construction time
requirements. A low-technology group may select drill and blast methods to
reduce capital costs for equipment. A new TBM of a size about 4-m diameter
would cost 5 to 6 million dollars (1992$). '!\vo recent tunneling projects about
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Figure 1: Cost comparison for producing irradiated fuel with dedicated mining. milling.
conversion and reactor facilities. to recovery of irradiated fuel from an old spent fuel
repository via a 2-m diameter. 2-km long access tunnel (1 MPC = 21 PWR spent fuel
assemblies).

9-km long cost between $19 million (2.6-m diameter) and $45 million (3.6-m
diameter) (1992$), including extensive civil and other additional work.13 The
cost difference scales closely with the excavated rock volume, $400 to $480 per
cubic meter. Using these values, tunneling of the simplest, small, 2-m-diame-
ter, 2-km-long access tunnel could cost $2.5 to $3.0 million (1992$). This cost
range agrees well with historical costs for mine access tunnels, reported in
mining journals, of $1,450 to $3,700 per meter (1992$), or $2.9 to $7.4 million
for a 2-km-long mine access tunnep4

The normal time required to deliver a new TBM is typically about 12
months, although delivery of a reconditioned TBM would require several
months less. Drill-and-blast equipment can be obtained in a much shorter
time. For example, a new drilling jumbo can be delivered in several months, at
a cost about 11 to 13 percent of that of a new TBM.15 The additional time
period required for tunnel excavation, which can be compared with the 3 to 5
year period required for reactor construction, is discussed next.
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TIME SCALES FOR TUNNELING

The two parameters of primary interest for sett.ing safeguard and security
requirements for repositories are the maximum anticipated tunneling
advance rate and the maximum distance around a repository at which surface
facilities for tunneling might be located. Noise levels generated by tunneling
activities are also important if acoustic monitoring for safeguards is contem-

plated.
Currently the fastest tunneling advance rates are achieved with full-face

TBM's, which drive numerous disk-shaped cutting tools mounted on a rotating
cutterhead against the tunnel face to excavate the tunnel. Buckets on the
rotating cutterhead collect the debris, or muck, and carry it to the top of the
machine, where the muck drops on a conveyor belt to be carried to the back of
the machine. Either a long conveyor belt or rail cars then remove muck to the
tunnel entrance. Behind the rotating cutterhead the large pads are thrust
hydraulically against the tunnel walls to provide reaction forces for both the
thrust and torque of the machine.

Table 2 presents data for a selection of recent tunneling projects. Based on
the current state of the art, average tunneling advance rates from 10 to 40 m/
day are credible using a TBM. Initial TBM set up activities at the surface,
which would include blasting of a starter tunnel of a few tens of meters depth,
can be accomplished in 2 to 12 weeks. Conventional drill and blast methods
could also be employed for the entire tunnel with significantly lower equip-
ment costs, though advance rates would be reduced to under 5 m/day. Set-up
and the initial tunneling could be concealed inside a modestly sized building,
though muck disposal (excavated material from tunneling) would involve sub-
stantial material volumes and would be more difficult to conceal.

'lUnnellengths of 10 km are now routinely constructed from a single point
of surface access. Substantially longer tunnels are credible. For the purpose of
safeguards, a protected radius of 15 km around a repository would require
tunnel boring for over one year at an average advance rate of 40 m/day, before
the repository could be reached. It is important to note that the rapid increase
in tunnel boring advance rates over the last decade may continue. Strong eco-
nomic incentives exist to improve the technology for urban mass transit, other
transit, and water and sewage transfer applications. Thus the 50 m/day
advance rate may not be a conservative value for tunneling activities that
would take place over 300 years from now, and the protected radius around
repositories may increase in the future. Other advances in tunneling technol-
ogy may make tunneling activities either faster or more difficult to detect.
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TBM performance is expressed in terms of utilization, penetration rate,
and advance rate. Utilization refers to the fraction of time that the machine
spends cutting, which is reduced by downtime for maintenance and repair of
the TBM and muck removal systems, cutter replacement, additional work
when adverse rock conditions are encountered, and shutdown time between
work shifts. The penetration rate is the instantaneous penetration per unit
time or per cutterhead revolution. The advance rate is the product of the utili-
zation and penetration rate. Improvements in advance rates come from
increased utilization by running longer work shifts and reducing maintenance
requirements, and from improved penetration rates by improving cutters and
cutter head designs, increasing power and torque, and active control of power
and thrust.17

The maximum permissible downward TBM tunnel slope determines how
close to a repository a TBM can begin tunneling and what the minimum tun-
neling distance is. TBMs are usually employed for tunnels with downward
slopes less than 18°. The difficulties encountered with greater slopes are asso-
ciated primarily with muck removal and can be remedied by replacing smooth
conveyor belts with pleated conveyor belts, allowing downward tunnel slopes
of up to about 30°. Other minor changes include modifications to sight glasses
and fluid level sensors to adapt to the change in position of certain fluid levels
on the slope and provision of a sump pump installed immediately behind the
invert scraper to remove any water that may accumulate at the bottom of the
slope.18

Manpower requirements for TBM operation are quite small. Typical crews
for operating a TBM and muck removal equipment are six to eight. However,
the 8.1-km-long, 3.5-m-diameter IVAR tunnel in Norway was recently com-
pleted using four-man crews in the tunnel, including the driver of the locomo-
tive for muck removap9

TBM sound levels are important if seismic monitoring is to be employed to
detect tunneling activities. In general, TBM vibrations are one-half to two
orders of magnitude lower than blasting vibrations. The magnitude and fre-
quency characteristics of TBM vibrations have been characterized as being
similar to those from moderate to heavy street traffic.20 Because one of the
growing applications for TBMs is tunneling for intracity rail transport, TBM
noise levels are considered important, and effort will continue to reduce TBM
noise generation. Some of the advanced tunneling technologies that may be
developed, as discussed later, would be expected to have significantly lower
and different noise characteristics from TBMs.

Drilling and blasting has been used since before 1850 for hard-rock tun-
neling, and provides a low-technology alternative for access inside a reposi-
tory. The drill-and-blast technique involves three sequential processes, as
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opposed to the continuous operation of a TBM. First, miners drill a pattern of
holes in the tunnel face and load the holes with explosives. Next the miners
blast the round, then wait until blasting gases ventilate. Third, the miners
muck the round, removing the blasted rock and, if needed, add rock support.
Major advances in drill and blast technology have increased advance rates.
These advances have included the replacement of gunpowder with nitroglyc-
erin-based explosives, compressed air rock drilling machines (c 1860), tung-
sten carbide drill bits (c 1950), and the hydraulic rock drilling jumbos capable ;
of rapidly drilling multiple holes (c 1980). Drill-and-blast methods typically ;
would achieve advance rates of 2.5 m/day to 5.0 m/day.21

For the first thousand to several thousand years, miners entering a repos-
itory will encounter elevated temperatures due to decay heat from spent fuel.
At Yucca Mountain, the repository would be above the water table, and a "hot-
repository" design has been proposed that would reach temperatures as high
as 120°C to prevent moisture contact with waste canisters. Other countries'
repositories, with much smaller spent fuel inventories and total heat loads,
have been proposed at depths below the water table, requiring that the reposi-
tory temperature remain below 100°C to prevent damage to clay backfill mate-
rial. In either case, for worker productivity, cooling would be required to
maintain tunnel wet-bulb temperatures below 35°C. Cooling of a single, small-
diameter access tunnel would not present a large impediment, however.

The tunnel heat load will be given by cj = hA (T r -T a)' where the heat
load cj is the product of the effective heat transfer coefficient h, the surface
area A, and the temperature difference between the rock surface T r and the
air in the mine, Ta. With 10-cm-thick insulation, the heat load for a 2-m-diam-
eter tunnel with 120°C rock and 35°C air is under 200 W/m. For a tunnel
extending through 500 m of heated rOCk to reach a repository, this is a heat
load of 0.1 MW, which can be handled with forced ventilation by outside air
through a high-velocity supply duct running the length of the tunnel (i.e. with
an outside air temperature of 25°C, a 9 m3/s air flow is required to maintain
the tunnel air temperature below 35°C).

In general, rapid tunneling is most feasible in "competent," unbroken rock.
In particular, conditions such as excessive faulting can slow tunnel advance
rates due to the looseness of the material and the difficulty in supporting and
removing material from the tunnel face. These difficulties have been observed
during initial TBM tunneling at the Yucca Mountain site. Unforeseen adverse
geologic conditions are the principal impediment to tunneling. Because poten-
tial repositories will likely be well characterized and information on the geo-
logical conditions will likely be available publicly (and more likely will be
available to the national group which originally constructed the repository),
groups mining a repository will be better prepared than many tunneling
projects to minimize and mitigate delays from adverse rock conditions.
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The DOE is currently characterizing Yucca Mountain in southern Nevada
to serve as a potential repository for US spent fuel and high level waste. If
constructed, the repository will reside 200 m beneath Yucca Mountain, with
access via a gently sloping tunnel entering from the side of the mountain. The
shortest distance for mining of the repository would be to tunnel from the side
of the mountain, requiring a tunnel length of 1 kilometer. The time required to
access spent fuel in a repository in Yucca Mountain, at average advance rates
of 10 to 40 m/day, would then be between 6 and 26 weeks including surface set
up time, assuming that difficulties with incompetent rock could be mitigated
sufficiently. Due to the high degree of faulting at Yucca Mountain, excavation
of the first exploratory tunnel at Yucca Mountain required 36 weeks for the
first kilometer (4 m/day), and 16 weeks for the second kilometer (9 m/day).
Average advance rates reached 16 m/day in the third kilometer, due to TBM
modifications and improved rock conditions. With the experience gained,
future access into Yucca Mountain via TBM would likely require between 6
and 12 months. However, due to the shallow depth of this proposed repository,
access through a vertical shaft would be more rapid. Large vertical holes, 1.4
to 3.0 m in diameter, have been routinely drilled nearby for underground
nuclear testing to depths greater than the proposed Yucca Mountain reposi-
tory, in time periods between 6 and 8 weeks.22

A generic high-level waste repository would be located 500 to 1000 m
below the surface in relatively flat terrain. For a tunnel with a 1:2 downward
slope (27°) the required tunnel length would be 1120 m to 2240 m. From initial
activities at the surface, the time required to construct a single small access
tunnel would range from 6 to 44 weeks for advance rates from 10 to 40 m/day.
The longer time estimate is likely more reasonable for tunnels this short, due
to the learning curve any tunneling project must undergo.

When the access tunnel reaches the repository horizon, the rate at which
spent fuel can be removed will depend on the physical condition and layout of
the spent-fuel canisters, the nature of the back-fill material in the repository
tunnels, and the repository temperature. Many engineered aspects of reposito-
ries which will affect plutonium recovery rates remain to be decided. For a
water-saturated repository with chemically reducing conditions, like those
proposed in granite, waste canisters are expected to survive for long periods
with little corrosion or degradation. Under oxidizing conditions, as at Yucca
Mountain, more extensive corrosion can be expected, although extensive engi-
neering effort will be devoted to maximize canister lifetimes.

With old spent fuel the fission product gases, in particular 10.76-yr half-
life Kr-85, will have decayed to negligible levels, minimizing radiological haz-
ards in opening canisters in situ. A single 125-ton multi-purpose canister con-
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tains approximately 100 kg of plutonium, so the plutonium recovery rate could ~
potentially be high and will depend on the rate of excavation of back-fill mate-

trial.

More advanced tunneling technologies may also be developed. Potential

advanced technologies include the subterrenne, a tunnel boring machine that ,
melts and displaces rock using an electrically heated, refractory metal head.
This type of tunneling machine has been demonstrated at small scale, using a
5-cm-diameter device in laboratory and field trials, and using analytic and
numerical models to study basic parameters of melting penetration.23 The
device performs well in variable ground conditions, stabilizing the tunnel
walls with a glass lining. Debris can be removed in glass rod, glass pellet, and
glass wool forms. Alternatively, in porous rock-like tuff, small-scale experi-
ments demonstrated that the higher density of the melt material allowed the
melt to be entirely consolidated in the glass tunnel wall lining, eliminating the
need to remove debris. By eliminating mechanical chipping and abrading,
noise levels associated with rock melting can be reduced below those of con-
ventional TBMs.

Other advanced technologies include water-jet cutting for tunneling.
Recent emphasis has focused on the use of water jets to assist in TBM chip
removal.24 Effort has also been placed into development of high-pressure
water jets to provide high-velocity cutting. Water jet cutting could potentially
both reduce noise levels and increase tunneling speed.

REPROCESSING REPOSITORY-GRADE PLUTONIUM

Reprocessing of old spent fuel to obtain repository-grade plutonium differs in
two important respects from reprocessing of fresh spent fuel. First, the radio-
activity of old spent fuel is much lower, which reduces shielding requirements,
allows extensive direct contact handling and maintenance, and hinders
remote detection of reprocessing activities. Second, recovery of uranium in the
spent fuel will not be required, simplifying the chemical processes required for
plutonium separation. The technology employed for chemically separating
repository-grade plutonium will be important, because separation rather than
mining will most likely determine the maximum plutonium production rate.

Several significant advantages accrue from the reduced radiation levels in
old spent fuel compared to young spent fuel. The first is the potential for direct
contact handling of the spent fuel itself, which will emit under 1 rad/hr. The
duration of direct contact and the efforts to minimize doses will depend on the
total doses the workers are willing or required to accept. Recent information
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on atomic workers in the former Soviet Union indicates that some of their
workers received doses of 100 rem/year over several years.25 Workers willing
to accept these doses could perform direct contact work on old spent fuel for
periods approaching 100 hours per year. With modest automation this would
permit a single worker to cut open many spent fuel canisters and manually
transfer fuel assemblies, particularly if rudimentary precautions were taken
to minimize doses to the worker.

Reduced radiation levels also eliminate the need for massive shielding of
reprocessing equipment for operation and maintenance. Reprocessing equip-
ment could be housed in standard industrial buildings, reducing costs and
making it substantially easier to keep reprocessing activities covert. The
absence of significant quantities of 10.76-yr half-life Kr-85 would further com-
plicate efforts to detect covert reprocessing. Releases of Kr-85 from reprocess-
ing plants have, in the past, provided considerable information on production
of separated plutonium.26

Due to very low bum up, spent fuel from dedicated production reactors can
have much lower radiation levels than fresh commercial spent fuel, though
still greater than old (>300 yr) commercial spent fuel. The cost and schedule
estimates available for stripped-down reprocessing facilities for dedicated pro-
duction reactors therefore provide useful estimates for the cost of similar
reprocessing capabilities for old spent fuel. The lower radiation levels reduce
the capital cost of a reprocessing facility considerably, to $16 to $50 million
(1992$), including RTD&E and start-up, for a PUREX plant capable of pro-
cessing 85 tonne per year of low-activity spent fuel.27 For the low bum-up fuel
from a dedicated reactor, such a plant would recover approximately 10 kg of
plutonium per year. However, the much higher bum-up of commercial spent
fuel would greatly increase the plutonium recovered by the same plant, to over
700 kg per year.

The low radioactivity of old spent fuel increases the probability that a
group would remove old spent fuel not to separate the plutonium, but rather
to sell directly to another group. Several countries have demonstrated the
willingness to spend large sums of money to acquire fissile materials for covert
weapons programs. It would not be unreasonable to expect that a market for
illicit old spent fuel assemblies could exist in the future.28

I

CHARACTERISTICS OF OLD SPENT FUEL AND REPOSITORY-GRADE
PLUTONIUM

The gamma dose rate from a typical 15-year old spent fuel assembly is 2000
rad/hr at 1 meter from the center of the assembly.29 This gamma radiation
level makes substantial shielding and remote handling necessary. Radiation
levels drop substantially, however, as spent fuel ages. Table 3 lists the primary
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Table 3: Spent fuel long-lived (> 1 0 year) gamma emitters (>0.1 MeV for >0.1
percent of decays).30

Isotope atoms per half life (yr) decay characteristic y
fission at mode radiation (MeV)
150 dorsa

..."~"~;\ ;1.1
Kr-85 2.48 x 10-3 10.7 P 0.51 (0.4%)
Sn126 4.71 x 10-4 1 x loS P 1.21 (4%),0.70 (32%), ...b
Cs-137 6.02 x 10-2 30.2 13 0.66 (94.6%)c
Eu-l54 1.39xl0-3 8.5 13 1.27(33%),1.00(13%),...
Cm-243 1.6 x 10-6 28.5 (X 0.27-0.23 (84%), ...
Cm-245 4.6xl0-5 8,500 (X 0.17(47%),1.13(46%),...
Am-241 1.1 x 10-3 432 (X 0.10 (3%), 0.060 (80%), ...
Am-243 2.1 x 10-3 7,370 (X 0.33-0.22 (68%), d

Np-237 1.7 x 10-2 2.14 x 106 (X 0.41-0.30 (63%), ...e
U-235 1.8 x 10-1 7.1 x 108 (X 0.21-0.14 (75%)

a. Atams per fission product pair. remaining at 150 days after d~harge trom once-throulj) cycle in a 1.(XX) MWe uranium-
fueled PWR.

b. Daughter Sb-126m (19 m half lite) emits important gammas.
c. Daulj)ter Ba-137m (2.55 m half lite) emits gamma
d. Daulj)ter Np-239 (2.35 day half life) emits important gammas

e. Daulj)ter Pa-233 (27 day half lite) emits Important gammas.

isotopes which contribute to the gamma dose rate for older spent fuel, For
young (15 years to 400 years) spent fuel the dose comes primarily from the
decay of the fission product Cs-137, whose 2.55 minute half-life daughter Ba-
137m emits a hard 0.662 MeV gamma photon. Because Cs-137 decays with a
30-year half life, for the first several hundred years the gamma dose rate from
a spent fuel assembly decreases by 50 percent every 30 years, as shown in fig-
ure 2. Eventually the activity of Am-241 exceeds that of Cs-137, emitting 0.059
MeV gamma photons. More importantly, after approximately 400 years the
activity of the 7950 year half life actinide Am-243 exceeds that of Cs-137 , with
the 2.35 day half-life daughter Np-239 emitting a 0.23 MeV gamma photon.
However, at this point the total gamma activity has dropped by almost four
orders of magnitude from the activity of the 15 year old spent fuel. At this age
the gamma dose rate from spent fuel is under 1 radlhr at one meter.
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Figure 2: Long-term gamma activity for pressurized water reactor spent fuel.

The isotopic composition of plutonium mined from a repository will differ
substantially from the composition generated expressly for weapons use.3!
Weapons-grade plutonium is generated by neutron capture in U-238 during a
relatively short residence in a nuclear reactor, giving the approximate isotopic
composition shown in table 4. Spent fuel from power reactors typically has
much higher burn up, so that neutron capture generates significant quantities
of the higher plutonium isotopes, while (n,2n) reactions create small but
important amounts of Pu-238. The recovery of plutonium by reprocessing and
recycle of plutonium in light water reactors as mixed oxide fuel (MOX) further
increases the fractions of higher plutonium isotopes for MOX-grade pluto-
nium.
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Figure 3: Ratio of quantity of each plutonium isotope to the total initial quantity of pluto-
nium for pressurized water reactor spent fuel (see table 2).

Plutonium potentially will be placed in geologic repositories in several
forms, in relatively high concentrations in spent fuel or weapons plutonium
vitrified in glass, and in relatively low concentrations in vitrified high-level
reprocessing waste and other transuranic wastes. This paper focuses on the
example of spent fuel, as the waste form from which large quantities of pluto-
nium could most easily be recovered. During storage in a repository the isoto-
pic composition of plutonium will change, because each isotope has a different
half life. Figure 3 illustrates how the isotopic composition of typical pressur-
ized water reactor spent fuel would change over time in a repository. For the
purposes of this paper, "repository-grade" plutonium is defined as plutonium
separated from "old" spent fuel, defined as fuel over 300 years old, with a typi-
cal plutonium isotopic composition given in table 4.
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Table 4: Isotopic composition of various plutonium grades.32
-

grade Pu-238 Pu-239 Isotope Pu-241° Pu-242
Pu.240

'~~I.'.~ ;4~t~~~I'~I}JJ~~;f*1rit;
super-grade -.98 .02 --

weapons-grade .00012 .938 .058 .0035 .00022
reactor-gradeb .013 .603 .243 .091 .050
MOX-gradeC .019 .404 .321 .178 .078

FBR Blanketd -.96 .04 --

repository-gradee .0013 .676 .266 10-8 .057

a. Pu-241 pius Am-241.
b. P1utoOOm from law-enriched uranium FWR spent fuel with 33 megawatt-days/kg burnup. stored 10 years before repro-

cessing.
c. Plutonium from 3.64 percent fissile plutonium mixed-oxide (MaX) spent fuel produced from reactor-grade plutonium.

with 33 megawatt-days/kg bumup ond 10 years storage before reprocessing
d. Fast breeder reactor
e Plutonium from low-erviChed uranium PWR spent fuel with 33 megawatt-days/kg burnup. stored 300 years before

reprocessing.

A typical pressurized water reactor spent fuel assembly, consisting of a
17x17 array of 0.92 cm diameter, 3.85 m long fuel pins, contains 520 kg of fuel
and 4.7 kg of plutonium. For direct disposal in a repository, several fuel
assemblies would be placed inside a hermetically sealed canister, and disposed
with an overpack in either horizontal or vertical orientation, potentially with
a low permeability backfill material. A likely canister design would be the
multipurpose canister (MPC) now under development by the Department of
Energy, the larger 125 ton version containing 21 PWR fuel assemblies, or
approximately 100 kg of plutonium.33 Typical repositories will contain a few
hundred to many thousand MPC's (approximately 100 MPC's per plant life-
time). The utility of the various plutonium (and uranium) isotopes depend on
several parameters, including their cross sections for fast neutrons, spontane-
ous fission rates, and decay heat generation rates. Table 5 provides useful val-
ues for these properties. A spontaneous fission reaction of an even plutonium
isotope releases about 3 neutrons, and likewise, reactions of plutonium alpha
decay particles with light elements can generate neutrons. Spontaneous fis-
sion occurs at higher rates in reactor-grade plutonium, over six times the rate
for weapons-grade plutonium. Figure 4 shows that spontaneous fission neu-
tron generation rates per unit mass of total Pu decline only slightly before
20,000 years as Pu-240 decays, and then begin to increase substantially as Pu-
239 decays and the remaining fraction of long-lived Pu-242 grows.
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FiQure 4: Spontaneous fission neutron rate from aged reactor-grade plutonium. Jump at
l~ years occurs due to decay of Pu-239.

In plutonium separated from spent fuel, the radioactive decay of the pluto-
nium isotopes, in particular Pu-238 (see table 5), creates an internal heat
source. The accumulation of Am-241 from decay ofPu-241 gradually increases
the internal heat generation, balanced by the decay of Pu-238 and the even-
tual decay of Am-241. For instance, the heat generation from spent fuel repro-
cessed at 10 years (with isotopic composition in table 4) is initially 10.5 W/kg,
grows to 13.7 W/kg at 10 years, and peaks at 16.8 W/kg at 45 years. For weap-
ons-grade plutonium the effect of Am-241 peaks at 64 years. Figure 5 shows
that the heat generation is substantial for reactor-grade plutonium, but for
plutonium separated after spent fuel ages the heat generation declines, even-
tually dropping below the value for new weapons-grade plutonium.
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Figure 5: Heat generation rate from repository-grade plutonium.

UTILITY OF REPOSITORY-GRADE PLUTONIUM FOR NUCLEAR
EXPLOSIVES

Swahn provides a detailed discussion of the utility of plutonium from old
spent fuel for nuclear weapons.35 The primary difficulties in nuclear weapon
design introduced by the use of repository-, reactor- and MOX-grade pluto-
nium arise from higher spontaneous neutron generation rates, higher heat
generation rates, larger critical masses, and the increased gamma radiation
from growing concentrations of Am-241 as Pu-241 decays. The problems of
high heat generation rate and Am-241 gamma radiation disappear for reposi-
tory-grade plutonium.
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Fission weapons rely on the energy release accompanying a rapid multi-
plication of the neutron population which can occur after assembling a super-
critical mass of fissile material. The rate that the neutron population
increases is determined by the degree of supercriticality, given by the neutron
multiplication factor k, the average number of neutrons released by a fission
which go on to cause another fission, and A.t, the time between successive neu-
tron generations. The multiplication factor k depends on several parameters,
including the density of fissile material, the fissile material geometry, the
presence of an external neutron reflecting material, n-2n and n-3n reactions,
and the fission cross sections of the fissile isotopes.

The probability that a neutron will cause fission of an isotope is propor-
tional to the fission cross section of the isotope, given in barns (1 barn = 10-24
cm2) in table 5. The odd isotopes of uranium and plutonium have large fission
cross sections for thermal neutrons, neutrons which have been slowed to ther-
mal velocities by exchanging energy with moderating elements like hydrogen
or carbon. However, for nuclear explosives the time required to slow down
neutrons is too long to permit sufficiently rapid neutron multiplication to
obtain a large energy release before the fissile material disassembles. Thus
nuclear explosives are designed to assemble a sufficiently dense and large
mass of fissile material to be supercritical with fast neutrons. The only isotope
in table 5 with a fast neutron fission cross section too small to be useful in
nuclear explosives is U-238. When enriched to 20 percent U-235, the bare
sphere critical mass is 850 kg, which is considered too large to construct a
nuclear explosive of practical weight.36 All of the isotopes of plutonium have
similar fission cross sections for fast neutrons, and the bare-sphere critical
mass of any mixture of isotopes of plutonium is relatively small.

To employ plutonium in a nuclear explosive, chemical high explosive (HE)
is typically used to rapidly implode a solid sphere or hollow spherical shell of
plutonium from a subcritical to a supercritical geometry. The amount of pluto-
nium required is less than the amount required to create a critical mass with
a bare sphere, both because any materials surrounding the core can reflect
neutrons back, and because higher than normal plutonium densities can be
achieved. Compared to the 10-kg bare-sphere critical mass for plutonium-239
given in table 5, the fully-tamped critical mass is 4.4 kg. The Trinity device
tested in 1945, often referred to as a crude design, reportedly used a 1.5 m
diameter, 2300 kg sphere of high explosive.37 Current warheads are consider-
ably smaller than the Trinity device.

Neutrons generated by spontaneous fission or alpha reactions with light
elements in the period of time rafter an imploding pit reaches a critical condi-
tion (kc=l) but before the pit reaches the design maximum multiplication fac-
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tor kmax' have some probability of initiating a chain reaction prematurely,
before an intentional pulse of neutrons is released to initiate the chain reac-
tion. Premature initiation reduces the yield of the nuclear explosive below the
design value. The implosion reverses when sufficient energy has been released

: by fission to heat the core material to pressures greater than the pressures
! imparted by the HE driving the implosion. If a spontaneous fission occurs at

the worst possible time during the implosion, just as the core reaches a critical
configuration k = 1, the core continues to implode while the neutron popula-
tion climbs. When the core pressure finally reverses the implosion, the multi-
plication factor k is significantly above unity. Subsequently considerable
additional energy is released, and the neutron population continues to climb
until the core expands to k = 1, then the neutron population drops as fission
continues. Even with preinitiation, the energy liberated in the core material is
substantially greater than would be liberated in a corresponding mass of HE.

Von Hippel and Lyman38 provide scaling calculations which suggest that
for a Trinity device design, using reactor-grade plutonium, premature initia-
tion from spontaneous fission neutrons gives a 90 percent probability that the
device yield will be less than 20 percent of design yield. However, for this rela-
tively crude design this scaling indicates that the minimum yield is still 2.7
percent of the design yield, or about 0.5 kilotons. This "fizzle" yield is still sub-

stantial.
The probability of premature initiation decreases as the time M that the

imploding mass spends between k = 1 and kmax is reduced. This time period
depends on both the implosion velocity and the difference in outside radius t.r
of the imploding pit between the k = 1 and kmax configurations. Higher implo-
sion velocities increase the final compression of the core material, reducing t.r
and further reducing M. Noting that critical mass scales with the inverse of
density squared,39 and that the maximum density scales very roughly with
the square of implosion velocity, M scales with the inverse cube of velocity.
Thus doubling the implosion velocity can reduce the time available for preini-
tiation by a factor of 8, or doubling the implosion velocity of a Trinity-type
nuclear explosive would permit equally reliable yields with repository-grade

plutonium (see figure 4).
The recent NAS study on weapons plutonium disposition, citing a classi-

fied study,40 states explicitly that "with a more sophisticated design, weapons
could be built with reactor-grade plutonium that would be assured of having
higher [than fizzle] yields" (italics added). With the current knowledge that
higher yields can be reliably obtained with reactor-grade plutonium, and that
modern nuclear explosives are much more compact and light than the early
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Trinity design, it is doubtful that any group attempting to use repository-
grade plutonium would mimic the Trinity design, even though relatively
detailed descriptions of the device are available.41

The radioactive decay of the plutonium isotopes creates an internal heat
source substantially larger in reactor-grade pluto~ium than weapons-grade.42
The concern with heat generation centers on the relatively low thermal con-
ductivity of the HE surrounding the pit, so that steady-state heat removal
requires a substantial temperature difference between the pit and the sur-
rounding environment. Only 10 centimeters of HE around a reactor-grade plu-
tonium pit could result in a long-term temperature of the core above 200°C,
substantially above 100°C where HE begins to degrade and melt.43 Technical
means can be envisioned to mitigate the problem of heat removal, such as
using high-conductivity metal like aluminum to create a heat bridge across
the HE, 44 or installing the pit a short time before the explosive is used. For
higher heat loads the heat removal system could make a nuclear explosive sig-
nificantly less attractive for military applications. However, for repository-
grade plutonium, heat generation rates are equal to or less than for weapons-
grade plutonium, as shown in figure 5.

A final concern for handling plutonium centers on the shielding require-
ments for the 0.059 MeV gamma radiation emitted by Am-241. This gamma
radiation builds up after plutonium is chemically separated, as 14.4-yr half-
life Pu-241 decays, at substantially higher rates in reactor-grade plutonium
due to higher initial Pu-241 concentrations. However, repository-grade pluto-
niumhas negligible concentrations ofPu-241 compared to weapons-grade plu-
tonium (see table 4), so that contact gamma radiation from repository-grade
plutonium would be less hazardous than for weapons-grade plutonium.

Though the major disadvantage of reactor-grade plutonium-large inter-
nal heat generation-disappears for repository-grade plutonium, it is impor-
tant to note some of the potential liabilities to the use of repository-grade
plutonium that arise from the substantial concentrations of even isotopes of
plutonium. These liabilities could influence decisions to mine repository-grade
plutonium versus producing new weapons-grade plutonium or uranium. An
implosion design that provides a given implosion velocity and degree of com-
pression will reach a lower maximum multiplication factor k,nax with reposi-
tory-grade plutonium than with an equal mass of weapons-grade plutonium
due to the smaller neutron fission cross sections. Put another way, similar
implosion designs will provide a somewhat lower yield using repository-grade
plutonium than weapons-grade plutonium, even if preinitiation is avoided.

A second disadvantage relates to testing requirements. It is generally
agreed that fission weapons can be designed to have high reliability, though
uncertain yield, without testing. Only testing of the HE implosion system is
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required with appropriate x-ray diagnostics to confirm that the desired com-
pression and geometry of the core material is achieved.45 However, for
national groups reconstituting a stock of thermonuclear (fission-fusion) weap-
ons which had originally been designed to use weapons-grade plutonium to
drive the secondary fusion reaction, testing of the fission triggers could be
required if repository-grade plutonium were substituted in the design. Such
testing would slow down the introduction of repository-grade plutonium-based
thermonuclear weapons, although national groups could conceivably conceal
the tests of the fission triggers.46 A third disadvantage with repository-grade
plutonium is the probability that the isotopic composition will likely be hetero-
geneous between batches, varying with the degree of bumup in the spent fuel
assemblies processed. [

,

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Using a single, small-diameter access tunnel or shaft, plutonium can poten-
tially be recovered from old spent fuel from a geologic repository in less than
one year from start of tunneling, at rates exceeding those of large production
reactors. With current repository designs, production of 700 kg/year of pluto-
nium would require a capital investments $2.5 to $7.4 million (1992$) for a
single small-diameter access tunnel and $16 to $50 million for a reprocessing
facility. In contrast, a uranium mine and small fuel production, reactor and
reprocessing facilities capable of producing 8 kg of plutonium per year require
3 to 5 years to construct, with a capital investment over $100 million. To
attain a production rate of 100 kg/year with a dedicated mine, fuel production,
reactor and reprocessing, capital costs would rise over one billion dollars.

The institutional and technological methods for insuring safeguards for
spent fuel repositories over very long time periods have not yet been fully
developed, and ongoing study may eventually conclude that geologic reposito-
ries provide an inadequate barrier to rapid retrieval of spent fuel. Therefore
current policies should not preclude the decision of a future generation to
recover and reprocess old spent fuel to reduce long-term proliferation risks.
Current policies should attempt to minimize future proliferation risks of spent
fuel repositories, both by minimizing the number of spent fuel repositories and
by searching for the most robust, long-term safeguard methods. The following
specific policy recommendations can be made.

Minimize the number of spent-fuel repositories. If current policies are fol-
lowed, world-wide as many as 25 spent fuel repositories may be built. Even
the smallest possible repository, containing spent fuel from a single commer-
cial power reactor, can contain over 10,000 kg of plutonium. Because the U.S.
nuclear industry is so large, increasing the capacity of the United States'
planned spent fuel repository by 100 percent would allow one repository to
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accommodate all the spent fuel that will be generated by all existing plants in
countries which do not currently plan to reprocess spent fuel.47 A single, inter-
national repository would also help reduce the risks of diversion of spent fuel
remaining above ground as reactors are decommissioned, particularly in
smaller countries which have made little progress in plans for disposal of
spent fuel.

Maintain retrievablilty. Oil and natural gas will likely become scarce in
the next century. No alternatives have yet been demonstrated at the scale
required to replace oil and natural gas, except coal and nuclear fuels. In the
course of making energy-related decisions, a future generation may decide to
retrieve and reprocess old spent fuel. Alternatively, a future generation may
decide that the long-term security risks of spent fuel are too large, and may
develop and implement technologies to eliminate plutonium. Spent fuel repos-
itories should be designed to remain open, with the spent fuel retrievable in
an economical manner, until permanent, sustainable replacements for oil,
natural gas, and coal have been implemented at full scale.

Study Alternatives to Direct Disposal. Fuel cycle alternatives that would
remove most of the plutonium from high-level waste streams deserve detailed
study and demonstration.48 Further study is needed to determine if adequate
technological means are available to detect future tunneling technologies, to
determine whether institutional controls can be designed to function continu-
ously over hundreds of millennia, and if institutional controls fail, to quantify
the risks and potential consequences of diversion of plutonium. The risks of
future plutonium diversion should be compared to the current risks and costs
of alternative disposal technologies which would separate and eliminate pluto-
nium.
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